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English Language Arts (ELA)
Yellow Group 
In May, we worked hard on recognizing and matching sounds to their alphabet letters
through games, song and dance. The students only have the last 6 letters of the
alphabet remaining. We will continue with the last letters of the alphabet as well as
revise the letters and sounds we have learned. We have been working on counting from
1 to 20. Next week, we will move on to lower case alphabet and counting from 1 to 30.

Red Group
This month, Red Group has been doing a great job of expanding their vocabulary. Now,
instead of just ‘happy’, they are able to use words like ‘fantastic’, ‘glad’, ‘cheerful’ and
‘joyful’, to describe how they feel. We also focused on name recognition, spelling, and
made name puzzles. Slowly but surely, the kids are starting to identify the different
letters in their names. They are also able to tell me what the first letters in their names
are, “U is the first letter in Umi.” We worked on prepositions and I am really impressed
with their ability to understand, remember and identify the many different preposition
they have learned. They can answer questions such as “Where is the cat?” with simple
answers like, “In front of the box.”.

Blue Group
This month Blue Group have been learning all about vowels, especially the short vowel
sounds a-e-i-o-u. We’ve also been working on identifying beginning, middle and ending
sounds and introduced the concept of rhyming words. We have started having an ELA
center day once a week with centers that include fun language-learning based activities
such as ‘Go Fish’, alphabet bingo and magnetic word/picture matching.

Dear Parents, 

It is hard to believe that we are already coming to the end of the first quarter of the
school year. How time has flown. Our students, old and new, are now well settled
into their classes and routine and each day is filled meaningful play and interactions
with teachers and friends. This month we’ve talked a lot about family and home life.
It’s wonderful to hear the children share about themselves. Speaking of sharing, at
SIS we encourage sharing as one of the most important social skills for kindergarten
but please check the box below about our healthy snack sharing policy. Thank you.

In May, 

Je Yi

celebrated her 

birthday. 

Congratulations!

Healthy Snack Policy
Our students are so generous and often bring a snack to share with their classmates. Thank you
parents. At SIS, parents and teachers work in partnership to promote healthy eating habits and
healthy attitudes about food. We encourage parents to help their children select healthy options
to share with their classmates. Serving healthy snacks at kindergarten sets a great example for
children and can be simple to prepare. If students want to bring candy or other sweet treats, we
will share them at school but send them home. Some parents prefer their children not to eat
candy and sugary treats aren’t good for little teeth. Please ensure any sweets are individually
wrapped so they can be sent home in the students’ backpacks. Thank you for your co-operation.

Fun Friday –
Children’s Day 
treasure hunt
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http://content.mycutegraphics.com/graphics/halloween/jack-o-
lantern.png

Center Time
The students are having lots of fun learning different skills in
center time. Centers for this month are numeracy, literacy, art,
and game centers focused on speaking. For the numeracy
center, students learned how to measure using blocks and
seeds. For the literacy center, students practiced writing family
words and matching them to their corresponding picture. For
the art center, students learned the skill of weaving. This skill
helps to develop their concentration and fine motor skills.

Looking Ahead at June
Theme Education Topic
My 5 Senses

Kindy Newsletter

Numeracy –
measuring 

Art - Paper weaving

Milk box houses

Activity Class
Activity class has been so much fun! We have played a number of group
games, ran around, danced and exercised. A lot of the games included
English questions and answers. Story time has been wonderful! This month
we read Jack and the Beanstalk, Bremen Town’s Animal Band, The Giant’s
Secret Garden, The Ugly Duckling and The Rainbow Fish, which we turned
into a puppet show. The kids were riveted. They were able to answer
questions, and offer advice to the characters, with ease. There was some
judgment from the children towards the unkind characters who were
making poor choices. 

Theme Education
This month’s theme was ‘All About Me and My Family’. In the first
week we talked about our families and learned some new family
vocabulary like cousin, aunt and uncle. In week 2 we drew pictures of
our family and did mini presentations to the class. The students were
so proud to speak about their families with their classmates. In weeks
3 and 4, we focused on ‘My House’ and learned the words for the
rooms in a house and the parts of a house. In our craft project we
made houses from milk cartons and put them together to form little
communities. Next week we will learn about ‘My Body’ and the special
names for our body parts which will transition nicely into next month's
theme.

Ball game

Special Events 
June Picnic with Mom’s lunchbox –
Friday June 15th

Fun Friday – Climbing at the playground 


